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Governance matters:
Vicious Downward Spiral
Consumers use water inefficiently

Investment, maintenance are
postponed

Customers are ever less willing to pay

Low tariffs, low connection

High usage and system
losses drive up costs.

Service deteriorates

Utility lives off state subsidies
Dropping efficiency

Managers lose autonomy and
incentives

Utility can’t pay wages,
recurrent costs or extend
system

Subsidies often fail to materialize
System assets go
“down the drain”
Motivation and service
deteriorates further

Crisis, terrible service, huge
rehabilitation costs
Characteristics of Well-Performing Public Water Utilities. Aldo Baietti, William Kingdom, Mieke van Ginneken Water Supply and
Sanitation Working Notes. World Bank Note 9, February 2006.
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 Urban WSS coverage and service

levels were among best in Africa
 Political interference – service
provision transferred from local
governments to national water
authority
 Spiral downward began – funds
diverted, qualified staff left,
facilities not maintained, services
deteriorated, customers stopped
paying bills
 Cholera outbreak triggered
emergency response from donors
 Process of restoration has begun,
but….
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Strengthening Water Sector Governance to
Promote Probity
The Governance System: A Cycle of Accountability
Central
Government
Local
Government

Demand good
water services

Ensure coverage
and service
quality targets
are met

Demand for
service + probity

Citizens/Consumers
Provide services + issue
information on performance
relative to requirements

Management
Staff

Source: Deterring Corruption and Improving Governance in the Urban Water Supply & Sanitation Sector, World Bank, Dec.
2008
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Empowering Citizens
 Information
 Regulatory-type reports; issuing comparative information
 Report cards, surveys or consumer meetings
 Rules for information dissemination (e.g., customer service

departments, access by journalists & NGOs)

 Participation
 Enabling consumer participation in regulatory-style decision

making
 Involvement through surveys and focus groups for planning
investments and setting service standards
 Consultation over options
 Involvement in supervision (for community-level projects)
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Empowering Citizens: Chernivtsy, Ukraine
 After breakup of Soviet Union, responsibility for UWSS

transferred to local governments
 Chernivtsy:





Facilities and service deteriorated – 2hour per day water supply
Revenues dried up – industries closed, households not paying
No funding available for investment
Utility manager named “Public Enemy No. 1” by NGOs

 Planning and consultation process undertaken in anticipation of

World Bank funding
 Agreement reached:

 City to pay back bills, funds to be used for leakage detection & repair,

replace pumps
 NGOs and utility to jointly monitor water quality
 NGOs to support communication campaign on need for customers to
pay bills

 Service restored to 24 hours per day without outside investment
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Holding Providers Accountable
General Accountability Framework for Regulation
Government
Regulatory or Management
Performance Contract sets
subsidies, tariffs & service
standards & provides
incentives for efficiency

Monitors adherence to
compact

Monitoring
Unit

Autonomous Provider
Provides services +
information on performance

Public/ Consumers

Source: Deterring Corruption and Improving Governance in the Urban Water Supply & Sanitation Sector, World Bank, Dec. 2008
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Holding Providers Accountable
Increasing Provider Autonomy: SABESP, Sao Paulo Brazil

 State Government holds just over half the shares of the






company; remainder in hands of private stockholders
Company operates under a concession
Accountability to multiple owners has reduced the
interference by the public owner
Company forced to professionalize its management and
improve corporate governance.
Transparency in the company has increased
Service has improved
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Holding Providers Accountable:
Rawalpindi, Pakistan

 Provincial Govt working with World Bank to prepare Urban

Development Policy Loan, including WSS:

 Implemented new regulatory regime; hired new utility

managers from the market under incentive contracts
 Benchmarking indicated low level of service, high water losses,
over-extraction of groundwater, high power costs
 Utility worked with NGO to conduct customer survey and
contracted out management of 10% of boreholes

 Results:
 Previously unconnected residents now paying avg. 15% less per
month for water and spend 3-5 hours less per day collecting
water
 Revenues up by 29%, energy consumption and water extraction
reduced
 Improved communications with customers
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Overview: GAC in Sectors in the World Bank

Filling the Gap
1.Guidance and Support
(Sourcebooks, ‘GAC Squad’)
2. Growing number of
operational models
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GAC issues cut across the value chain

Policy and
enabling
environment

Planning,
budgeting
and
finance

Tendering
and
procurement

Construction/
installation/
supply

Service
delivery,
operations &
maintenance

Expansion,
quality
improvements

Cross-cutting accountability & effective government regulation (setting stds, tariffs, etc.)
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GAC in the World Bank
Energy, Transport & Water “GAC Squad” supported by
Governance Partnership Facility supports regional
operations teams to mainstream GAC in projects
 Direct support to operations
 Sao Paulo – supporting baseline for monitoring results
 Uzbekistan and Tajikistan – strengthening customer interface
 Paraguay – clarifying regulatory arrangements
 “Soft touch” support
 Support design of studies and projects;
 Review Concept Notes, Terms of Reference, studies, etc.
 Provide reference materials
 Consultant referral
 Knowledge management
 Documenting emerging good practice
 Support learning events
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Questions?
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